Lynn University has many different organizations for students that support educational and social needs. Read below for descriptions of each organization and how to join!

4 Equality: Rainbow Alliance

4 Equality is an organization devoted to creating welcoming community for the LGBTQ+ and friends. Interested in 4 Equality? Contact the club at 4Equality@email.lynn.edu

AIM Arts Club

The purpose of AIM Arts Club is to rebuild and artistically productive community. To create, learn, share, challenge, and grow as a team. Interested in AIM Arts Club? Contact the club at AIMArtsClub@email.lynn.edu

Animal Welfare Club

This organization is for animal lovers and supporters! They meet in order to do community service involving animals and educating the community about animal rights. Interested in joining Animal Welfare Club? Contact the club at AnimalWelfare@email.lynn.edu

Black Student Union (BSU)

BSU strives to develop unity among Black students so that jointly and strongly they can express concerns and problems faced on campus along with bringing cultural awareness to Lynn’s campus about Black culture through events and programs. Interested in joining BSU? Contact the club at BSU@email.lynn.edu

Caribbean Student Association

The purpose of the CSA is to connect students with Caribbean decent/interest, while embracing shared values and cultural events, in order to commemorate the Caribbean lifestyle. Through conversational discourse pertaining to issues in the Caribbean, celebrating lifestyle events, educating one-another other on different Caribbean characteristics, and many other activities, the members of this group will be well-rounded and prepared to engage in any Caribbean related situation. Interested in joining, contact pmclean2@email.lynn.edu

Crusaders for Christ (CRU)

CRU members share knowledge and experiences in life while referencing the Holy Bible. They aim to build a community of love receiving and love giving individuals that live life in abundance in thankfulness to God’s mercy and love. Interested in joining CRU? Contact CRU President: Brandon at borta@email.lynn.edu

College Entrepreneurship Organization (CEO)

This organization for those interested in business and starting their own businesses, will advocate for entrepreneurship through programming and experimental learning. Interest in joining CEO? Contact the club at CEO@email.lynn.edu
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Debate Team

Debate Team aims to improve students' skills in public speaking, argumentation, and persuasion. Members can participate in local, state, and national competitions in order to strengthen their academic and professional lives. Interested in Debate Team? Contact Advisor: Richard Hamm at RHamm@lynn.edu

Event Management Club

The Event Management Club is for Lynn University students who are majoring in EM and have an interest in event planning. Our mission is explore career paths in convention, conference and group planning, catering, corporate meetings, tourism, trade shows, public and private institutions and non-profit community entities. In addition, the club will offer networking opportunities with EM national and international associations, organize field trips to visit events, observe events, shadow event professionals, invite professional speakers in the industry to the campus, seek scholarship funding, and attend social events. The club is also affiliated with the Meeting Planners International (MPI) association in South Florida. Interested in joining? Contact the club at EventManagement@email.lynn.edu

Film Club

Was created to bring together film making students at Lynn University. The organization discusses, and watches films. Interested in joining Film Club? Contact the club at Film@email.lynn.edu

G.A.M.E Club

G.A.M.E stands for Games, Anime, Manga, and Entertainment, G.A.M.E Club is an organization for students interested in all of the above! Members of G.A.M.E Hold discussions on various types of graphic novels, video games, anime, and all forms of nerd culture along with having the opportunity to create original Works of Media that coincide with the interest of the Club. Interested in joining? Contact G.A.M.E: Gameclub@email.lynn.edu

Hillel

Hillel strives to promote Jewish life on the Lynn campus through educational and cultural activities in conduction with the Hillel of Broward and Palm Beach. Interested in joining Hillel? Contact the club at Hillel@email.lynn.edu

Includo

Includo is a society of inclusivity, leadership, diversity, respect, justice, honesty, and unity. If you are interested in supporting others and spreading awareness about social issues, this organization is for you. Contact the club at includo@email.lynn.edu
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Jewish Knights Chabad

Uniting Jewish students together, Jewish Knights Chabad (also just known as Chabad), hosts many events throughout the year such as Passover Dinner, Monthly Kosher BBQ’s, and other events that assist in educating the community about Jewish traditions and history. Interested in joining the Chabad? Chabad@email.lynn.edu

Kappa Delta Phi honors Society

Kappa Delta Phi is an International Honor Society in Education with the purpose of promoting excellence in and recognizing outstanding contributions to education. Members of Kappa Delta Phi impact local K-12 schools through volunteer and mentoring programs. Interested in joining Kappa Delta Phi? Contact the club at KDP@email.lynn.edu

L.U.C.K

L.U.C.K stands for Lynn University Catholic Knights and it seeks to promote the Catholic religion by providing events and social meetings to unify and embrace the student body. Interested in joining L.U.C.K? Contact the club at CatholicKnights@email.lynn.edu

Literary Society

For those students interested in English, reading, and all things related to the literary world you’ll want to join the Literary Society. Contact the club at LiterarySociety@email.lynn.edu

Model United Nations

Model United Nations prepares and trains members for collegiate Model UN conferences. This entails learning about various global issues and the functions and purpose of the United Nations. Interested in joining, contact the club at ModelUnitedNations@email.lynn.edu

Mock Trial

The purpose of Mock Trial is to organize different students who are interested in learning about the law and the court system who want to participate in mock trial competitions and practices. Interested in joining? Contact the club at MockTrial@email.lynn.edu

National Broadcast Society (NBS)

NBS enhances the development of students preparing for careers in electronic media industries. NBS connects students with practicing professionals; emphasizes industry ethics, diversity, and inclusiveness; and promotes opportunities for excellence in leadership, community service, and
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production. Interested in joining NBS? Contact NBS Advisor: Denise Belafonte-Young at dbelafonte@lynn.edu

**Project Civitas**

The Latin word civitas means citizenship and represents a sense of community. Members of this organization are dedicated to promote civility in politics and public life through education in and outside of the classroom. Interested in Joining Project Civitas? Contact the club at Projectcivitas@lynn.edu

**Psi Chi—Psychology Honor Society**

Psi Chi is the International Honour Society in Psychology, which was founded in 1929 for the purposes of “encouraging, stimulating, and maintaining excellence in scholarship, and advancing the science of psychology. Interested in joining, contact psichi@email.lynn.edu

**Saudi Student Association**

The purpose of the Saudi Student Association is to help students know about the Saudi and the Arabs culture. Organization events and celebrations at the university to represent the people of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia along with seminars and cultural and educational lectures. Contact the Saudi Student Association at SaudiStudentAssociation@email.lynn.edu

**Student Activities Board (SAB)**

SAB is the organization behind mostly all major FUN on campus. The organization works to plan and organize a variety of events for students, ranging from lectures and java jams to games shows and comedians. Interested in Joining SAB? Contact SAB@email.lynn.edu

**Student Research Association (SRA)**

SRA membership provides an enriching environment for students to develop skills regarding research and the scientific method. Interested in joining SRA? Contact the club at SRA@email.lynn.edu

**Rotaract Club**

Rotaract Club provides an opportunity for young men and women to enhance the knowledge and skills that will assist them in personal development, to address the physical and social needs of their communities, and to promote better relations between all people worldwide through a framework of friendship and service. Interested in joining Rotaract Club? Contact Rotaractclub@email.lynn.edu
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